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TEST FOR UNIT 3

4- Listening
A. Listen and answer the questions.
1. What is Charles' nickname?

2. Where does Charles live?

3. How tall is Charles?

4. Whatdoes Charles wear at work?

5. Is Charles a boss or an employee?

6. Is Charles hard-working or lazy?

B. Listen again and complete the sentences.
1. Charles is in his_________________.
2. Charles' hair is_________  and
3. Charles' complexion is
4. When Charles at home, he wears
5. Charles wants his_________________ to be h
6. Charles believes that he himself is a

ve time to lie in the sun.

i- Pronunciations
gootKV

¡NN7 art is p

ề'

Choose the word whose underlined part is pronounced differently from the other three in each 
question.
1. A. book
2. A. job
3. A. pig
4. A. better
5. A. pencil
6. A. airport
7. A. stops
8. A. hobby
9. A. prepare
10. A. best
11. A. bow
12. A. copy
13. A. bed
14. A. ban
15. A. bat
16. A. about
17. A. best
18. A. copy
19. A. pass
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B. beautiful C. butterfly D. professional
B. tab C. pen D. neighbor
B. chubby C. pin D. pole
B.Bobby C. birthday D. provole
B. pocket C. boy D. postcard
B. speak C. notebook D. spoon
B. climbs C. likes D. coughs
B. rubber C. thumb D. club
B. appearance C. cupboard D. pop
B. part C. pie D. pen
B. pie C. back D.baby
B. happy C. beast D. puli
B. job C. pass D. bull
B. pet C. peach D. pier
B. beer C. bye D. prize
B. professional C. beautiful D. butterfly
B. part C. pie D. pen
B. happy C. beast D. pull
B. apple C. black D. pen
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20. A. gain B. £ick C. sgoon D. brown
± Stress

Choose the word which has a different stress pattern from the other three in each question.
1. A. curious B. confident C. competitive D. talkative
2. A. volunteer B. basketball C. sensitive D. magazine
3. A. tree B. restaurant C. grass D. flower
4. A. beautiful B. bakery C. drugstore D. bookstore
5. A. town B. city C. country D.house
6. A. travel B. bike C. bus D. car
7. A. store B. museum C. friend D. hospital
8. A. reliable B. helpful C. active D. friendly
9. A. hard-working B. wonderful C. unfriendly D. intelligent
10. A. generous B. patient C. attractive D. curious

4- Multiple choice
Choose the word of phrase that best completes each sentence below.
1. My best friend is kind and_____________ . He often makes me laugh.

A. funny B. nice C. shy
2. The film is very___________ and we can't see all of it.

A. wonderful B. easy
3. The Summer Camp is for students__________

A. age B.aged
4. We are visiting a milk farm to see__________

A. why - do B. 0 - do

«

»

Sr
D. boring

c. exciting 
_between 10 and 15. 

c. aging

D. boring 

D. ages
.they X SJ milk, cheese, and butter.

_ C. how - make D. how - do
5. What are you doing tomorrow? -1___________

A. go B. am going
6.1 like to read "Muc Tim" very much. It's my _ 

A. nice B. quick
7. My close friend, Mai, has a____________ face and

to my friend's birthday partv.
c. goes

magazine.
c. funny

hair.
A. big - black

8. My brother has_____
A. a - straight

9. This Saturday, we
A. go

B. small - short 
___short ______

c. round - black
hair.

\B. going
10. The summer camp is for students

A. age B. aged
11. She is always________

A. hard B. hardly

pi 0 - long C. 0 - curly
to the Art Museum.

C. is going
______ between 10 and 15.

C. aging

D. went

D. favourite

D. short - long

D. a - black

D. are going

D. ages
at school, and helps other students with their homework.

C. hard-working D. work hard
12. Diana is in the art club. She likes to paint pictures, and everyone enjoys them. She is very_

A. shy B. kind C. funny D. creative
13. On Saturday, Tom's parents_____________ him__________ London to see the new film.

A. are taking - to B. taking - to
14. Next summer, I am working as a__________

A. good B. nice
15. On Sunday, Nam____________ his parents in the field as usual.

A. helps B. help C. is helping
16. Mai is__________ the phone, chatting____________ friends.

A. on - to B. on - on C. on - with
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C. are going - to D. are going - in
teacher in a village near Hoa Binh City.

C. favourite D. volunteer

D. helping

D. to - to
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17. Linda has _hair and big _eyes.
A. blonde - small B. a black - blue C. blonde - blue D. black - long

18. My brother has such a good_________ . Everyone in my town loves him a lot.
A. personality B. appearance C. face D. patience

19. The film is very___________ , and we can't see all of it.
A. exciting B. boring C. wonderful D. easy

20. Our class is going to 
A. have

21. It's
A. now 

22. Please

____ a picnic at the zoo on Saturday. Would you like to come with us?
B. take C. pass D. go

to go home. It's so late.
B. sure C. time D. like

the lighs. The room is so dark.
B. turn at C. turn off D. on

the tables and chairs the next room? There are some more
A. turn on

23. Can you_______
students.

A. move - to B. take - in C. move - in
24. My brother can do all difficult Math exercises. He is a(n)_______________

A. intelligent B. confident C. careful
25. Daisy is very___________ to take the test. She is a very good student.

A. kind B. confident C. friendly D. talkative 
him to New York to see a new film.

C. are taking D. take
27. We are visiting a milk farm to see how they K * milk, cheese and butter.

26. Next summer Mike's parents________
A. taking B. is taking

A. make 
28. On Sunday, Cuong 

A. help

B. do c. play
his parents in the field as usual.

B. helps C. is helping
29 ._____________ hold my books for me? ~ No problem.

A. Do you B. Should you C. Can you
30 .___________ to come to the cinema tonight?________ Oh, I'd love to.

B. Could you please C. Do you like

D. ride 

D. helping 

D. May you 

D. Would you likeA. Can you 
± Cloze test

A. Choose the correct wordvfc^B, or C for each of the gaps to complete the following text.
Wickedly Wonderful is a small summer (1)____________ in the UK for children aged 6 to 13 years old.
The children (2)_________ a week outdoors at the camp, making new friends and learning new
activities while having a lot of fun. (3) 
games on the beach and the beach (4) _

the summer camp, they sail, horse ride, kayak, enjoy
___, swim, surf, go crabbing and ride bikes. Children will

enjoy holidays with Wickedly Wonderful, and (5)______________ are holidays that they will remember
forever!

B. course C. camp D. holiday
B. spend C. use D. pass
B. In C. On D. During
B. campfire C. fire camp D. firingcamp
B. that C. these D. those

A. term 
A. take 
A. At
A. firing camp 
A. this

B. Choose the correct word A, B, or C for each of the gaps to complete the following text.
Hello. I'm Elsa. I'm from Chicago. This (1)___________ the picture of Alice, my best friend. She lives(2)
_______ Los Angeles. You can see she is really fit. She (3)__________________ oval face, brown eyes and
straight nose. She's very kind and creative. We have been pen pals(4) ____________________ more than five
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years. This summer vacation, she's going (5) me. We are going to the Ho Chi Minh
mausoleum to visit Unclc Ho. I'm so cxcited to sec her soon.
1. A. is B. are c. be D. being
2. A. at B. on c. in D. to
3. A. has B. makes c. goes D. does
4. A. of B. in c. since D. for
5. A. visit B. to visit c. visiting D. visits

i- Reading comprehension
A. Read the following passage, then choose the correct answer A, B, C or D.
Jack is my best friend. He is a teacher. He is teaching in a school in London. Every morning, he 
gets up at about 7 o'clock, has breakfast and a cup of coffee. Then he leaves for work. The school is 
far from his home, so he can't walk there. He must go by bus. He has lunch at a restaurant nearby. 
In the afternoon he works until 5 or 5.30 and then he goes home. He doesn't work on Saturdays or 
Sundays. He goes to the cinema or theatre. He is married and he has a son. He loves his family. 
They are very happy.
1. How does he go to work?

A. by car B. on foot
2. Where does he have lunch?

A. at home B. at work
3. How often does he work?

A. every day B. five days a week
4. What time does he go home?

A. after 5:00 B. after 5:30
5. How many children does he have?

A. one B. two

c. by taxi

c. at school

week

c. both A and B

D. by bus

D. at a restaurant

D. four days a week

D. 4:00

c. three D. a lot
B. Choose the letter A, B, C or D to answer these questions
I have twin brothers, Tim and Tom. They are very similar and a lot of people don't know which is 
which. They both have blond hair and blue eyes, and they always wear jeans and T-shirts.
They like doing the same things, too. For example, they both like jazz and they're crazy about 
football. They go to a football match once a week. Tim doesn't like dancing or discos and Tom 
doesn't like them, either. Although they're twins, they're not exactly the same at everything. Tim 
works hard at school because he wants to go to university, but Tom is a bit lazy. Our mother is 
often away from home because of her job, so we all work together in the house. Most of the time 
it's fine, but sometimes we fight a bit!
1. What does the word "similar" in the line 1 mean?

A. the same in some ways
C. completely different

2. Tim and Tom___________
A. are the author's twin brothers
C. aiways wear jeans and T-shirts

3. What does the word "them" in line 4 refer to?
A. things
C. jeans and T-shirts

4. Which of the following is not true?
A. Tim is hard-working
B. Tom is a bit lazy
C. Their mother is often away from home 
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B. completely the same 
D. liked by many people

B. have blond hair and blue eyes 
D. all are correct

B. jazz
D. dancing or discos
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D. Tim doesn't like dancing or discos but Tom likes them.
5. The passage is written about the author's_________________

A. brothers B. pen pals C. cousins D. A & C
Word formation

Give the correct form of the word in brackets to complete the following sentences
1. Her friends take advantage of her____________________ . (generous )
2. A wedding on that scale takes a lot of____________________ . (organize)
3. Of course, this is just a__________________ opinition. (person)
4. How________________ are the local weather forecast? (rely)
5. Nam is such a/an__________________ student. He joins many clubs in my school, (activate)
6. My Uncle seldom smiles. He is always____________________ . (seriousness)
7. You are such a/an__________________ friend. I can trust you in everything. (rely)
8. She takes an_______________
9. Our countryside is__________
10. Green is much better than
11. There is a lot of

part in school life.
_____ at an alarming rate.

old white.
between rival airlines.

12. She's completely lacking in
13. I'm burning with____________ - you must tell me who won!

cx# . (bore)

activate)
appear)

(complete)
(confide)
(curious)
(patience)14. My teacher always listens to our questions_____________________

15. My grandmother is__________________ to everyone. She likes sharing things with others
(kindness)

i- Verb formation
A. Give the correct form of verbs.
1. We______________________ dinner this evening because we're eating out.
2 ._______________ to work right now?
3. They____________________________for the science exam at the moment.
4. When_________________lunch tomorrow?
5 ._______________ party this weekend?

the decision at 3 o'clock this afternoon.6. Susan 
7.1
8. What_____
9. Alexander
10. She

on a special report todav.

for his exam at the moment.
goft tomorrow.

_ dinner now.
dinner now.

11. They_______
12. The company_____
13. She_____________
14. David___________
15. Which motel_________________

± Writing
A. Rearrange the sentences to make meaningful sentences
1. Cristiano/ Ronaldo/ short/ has. hair./ dark

oysters for lunch right now.
__to Chicago next week.

now?

(not cook) 
(Tom drive) 
(not prepare) 
(you/ have) 
(they give) 
(make) 
(work)
(you do) 
(study)
(not play)
(make)
(have)
(eat)
(not fly) 
(they stay)

2. eyes/ sister/ my/ is/ she/ younger/ and/ short/ has/ round.

3. hard-working/ Lam/ is/ student/ class/ intelligent/ in/ an/ my/ and.

4. going/ on/ we/ to/ the shopping mall/ Saturday/ are. 
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5. me/ plcasc/ can/ dictionary/ lend/ you/ a?

6. like/ join/ for/ would/ us/ dinner/ you/ tonight/ to?

7. at/1/ spending/ week/ a/ camp/ am/ a/ summer.

8. mother/ black/ hair/ straight/ has/ my/ long.

9. friendly/ because/ don't/1/ Joana/ she/ like/ isn't.

10. me too tired /is so talkative/ that she makes/ Mv friend/./

13. her/ Jane/ Paris/ is/ next/ mother/ to/ travelling/ with/ Friday.

- -------------------------------------------------------------;-------------------------------------------^
11. brown eyes/short black /quite lovey with/ hair and big/ Diana is/./

■*------------------------------------------------------------ c-oScy12. Ella/ She is/ confident and helpful/ This is my neighbor/,/./

14. National Cinema/ we/ Saturday/ are/ to/ the/ going/ this.

15. camping/ is/ next/ my/ class/ in/ weekend/Cuc Phuong forest/ going.
—> A. OwV_____________________________________ _________ a ryv____________________

B. Complete the second sentence so that it has the same meaning as the first.
1. Minh's height is one meter sixty centimetersV*^ w

—> Minh _____________________________________________________________
2. She was one hundred forty-five centimeters tall last year.

- H e r  ___________________ __ ______ _____________________________________________
3. How tall were you last year?

What
4. She had curly hair when she was a baby. 

—> Her
5. Why don't we go to the cinema tonight? 

-*■ Let's /V
6. My hair is black. 

->I
7. Mrs. Huyen’s eves are round and black.

—> Mrs.huyen________________________
8. His eyes are blue.

—> His
9. Her cheeks are chubbv 

—> She
10. Miss Huong's face is round. 

—> Miss huong______________
11. Miss Thanh's legs are long. 

—> Miss Thanh
12. Her eyes are brown and big. 

—> She has
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13. James is hard-working and smart. 
—> James _______________________

14. Do you want to go for a drink? 
—> Would you ________________

15. Remember to send this letter for me. 
—> Don't

16. Mr. Tu rides to school with me. 
-*■ Mr. Tu

17. Lan's eyes are big and black. 
—> Lan

18. How tall is Mr. Huy? 
— What

19. Nga spends 30 minutes going to school every day. 
—> It takes

20. Why don't we have a drink after lunch? 
-> What

FURTHER PRACTICES
A. Listen and decide if each statement is true (T) or false (F).

No. Statement . True or false
1. Sam has more than 4 best friends
2. Tom is tall, but Henry is short.
3. Henrv doesn't help Sam study.
4. Lars is talkative.
5. Daisy sings well.

B. Listen again and fill in the blanks.
6.Tom is funny because he can tell good
7.Henry looks like a_______________ .
8.Daisy is a winner of the school's_________
Give the correct form of verbs.
1. What______________ for?S.
2. Their students ^

competition

3. All of Jack's friends
4. My children
5. My grandfather V____
6. Hanrafa.
7. My dog____________

hard enough in the competition. 
____ fun at the concert right now.

8. My little brother____
9. Listen! Our teacher
10.

(you, wait) 
(not try) 
(have) 
(travel) 
(buy)

French in the library. She's at home with her classmates.(not study) 
now. (eat)
_______ milk. (drink)
__________. (speak)

in the park? (she, run)

around Asia now.
___some fruits at the supermarket.

Fill each blank with a suitable adjective given in the box
talkative cool confident creative clever

1. Misha is a
2. John is a _

girl. She tops the class every year.
__________ boy. He always gives new ideas in different situations.

3.1 would like to have a glass of__________________lemonade every year.
4. My close friend, Huong is_____________ . She talks all the time.
5. Lan can make a speech in English in front of the class. She feels 
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when she speaks. 
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Fill in each blank with the correct adjective from the box.________________________________________________
shy boring funny kind clever talkative confident friendly hardworking creative
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1. Everyone is
2. She is very
3. It's a really
4. Children are often
5. It is

_ to me. They often help me when I need. 
. She writes poetry and paints, 
film; everyone laughs a lot.

______ of people they don't know.

6. She always has a
to sit on the plane with nothing to read.

____________smile with everyone.
7. The teacher wants the students to feel___________________about asking questions when they don't
understand.
8. I'm not very____________
9. He's a little bit
10. He is often

at Math. I often make mistakes in calculations. 
. He likes to talk a lot.

at school and he always gets good marks.
Choose the word or phrase that best fit each of the blank spaces.

My clever little sister
My (1)_______ sister is only eight but she is very intelligent. She is one of the (2)______________students in
the school, but she is also very good (3)___________ sports, which is unusual. What is more, she (4)
______a talented musician. We are very proud (5)____________ her because she came (6)_________ in a
music competition. She already plays the violon very (7)_____________ and she wants (8)_________ a
professional musician. The house is very (9)________
when I (10)_______ my homework.
1. A. small B. little
2. A.good B. better
3. A. at B. of
4. A. is B. has
5. A. about B. in
6. A. last B. first
7. A.good B. better
8. A. be B. to be
9. A. noise B. noisv
10. A. do B. did

when she is practicing and it is a bit annoving 

ournC. young 
C. best 
C. in 
C. was 
C. of 
C. next 
C. well 
C. being 
C. noisily 
C. doing

D. tiny 
D. well 
D. by 
D. had 
D. with
D. finally
C. best
D. is
D. noiseless
D. am doing

Read the text carefully, then answer the questions.
Hi, my name's Mai. And this is a picture of me and my friend Vy. Vy is the girl who has a bow in 
her hair. She is a pretty girl with dimpled cheeks. She and I first met at primary school and we 
became great friends. She is kind, jolly and helpful. We are classmates again this year and we go to 
school together each morning.
Vy likes to joke and play games. She lives near my house. In the evenings, we usually meet at my 
house. We sit in the garden and read story books. Vy is good at Mathematics. So, she often helps 
me with my Mathematics homework. At the moment, Vy and I are doing our English project in 
my room. We both like English. This Sunday morning we are going to our school English club.
I hope Vy and I will be in the same class again next year. I like her very much and she is my best 
friend.
1. Who is the girl on the right of the picture?

2. What is Vy like?

3. What do Vy and Mai usually do in the evenings? 
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4. Where arc they now?

5. What are they doing this Sunday morning?

Read the passage and decide whether the sentences are True (T) of False (F).
There are many characteristics of a good friend, but for me the most important is to be honest, 
responsible, and kind. First, a good friend needs to be honest. She always tells me the truth. For 
example, if she has a problem, she can tell me to find ways to solve it. Second, she should be a 
responsible person. She never does bad things such as using drugs or smoking. Third, a kind 
friend is a person that helps me with my problems and shares with me when I need her. In

Statements True False
1. In the passage, there are three important personalities to be a good friend.

2. Honesty is a very necessary characteristic.

3. A responsible person can do bad things, but not too many.

4. In the passage, a good friends should be generous.

5. In the passage, a good friend is hard to find and lucky to have.|N

Read the following passage and choose the option (A, B, C or D) that best answer each of the 
questions below. A fXV
I have many friends, but Alex is my best friend. He studies in my class. We go to school together. 
We also sit together to do our homework. He is good at studies, so he helps the students who are 
weak in studies. Alex is the monitor of our class. He always listens to and loves his teachers and 
parents. He is good at English. He has won many prizes for our school. He comes from a middle- 
class family. His father is a teacher and his mother is a housewife. He wears clean clothes. He 
leads a simple life. He is always regular. He is never late for school. He wants to become a doctor. 
All the teachers of our school love Alex. I am proud of him.
1. What is TRUE about Alex? ‘'VO

A. He often helps weak students.
C. He is a vice-monitor in the class.

2. Alex has won some prizes in___________ .
A. Maths B. Computer science

3. The word "leads" in line 6 is best replaced by
A. lives > B. shares

4. What does the author feel about Alex?
A. He is proud of Alex.
C. He is lucky to have Alex as his friend.

5. What is the topic of the passage?
A. My best class
B. My best teacher

B. He plays sports very well.
D. He sometimes comes to class late.

c. English D. literature

c. likes D. dreams

B. He is reliable on Alex.
D. He is excited about Alex.

C. My best friend
D. My best school 

Rewrite these following sentences with the same meaning.
1. Jane has curved eyelashes.

2. Jordie is not medium height

3. The dog has a long tail.
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4. Jackie and Danny have big black eyes.

5. Docs she have a round facc or oval facc?

6. This old man is bald.

7. The girl has long brown hair.

8. The boys have blue eyes.

9. Do Susan and Jimmv have dark complexions?

S '
10. They do not have chubby cheeks.

<<ŝ

V̂ v

< ! y
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